
EXPERIENCE. EXPERTISE. EFFICIENCY. 

Mirafloor is a proprietary polished concrete 

system developed by Arrunga Surface 

Solutions, Adelaide’s No.1 polished concrete 

company.  

Operating nationwide we use the latest 

equipment and technology to ensure projects 

are finished to the highest specifications. 

!

A MANUFACTURER, NOT A RESELLER. 

When you specify Mirafloor you do so with the 

confidence of dealing directly with the original 

manufacturer, not a reseller of some other 

company’s product. 

We have the expertise and experience to 

undertake any scale of project from large 

industrial areas to commercial showrooms 

and residential projects. 

!

A TRACK RECORD OF EXCELLENCE. 

Our clients include well-known construction 

firms, architects, and designers. 

Mirafloor has been selected for landmarks 

such as the Adelaide Airport concourse, the 

Adelaide Zoo gateway and function centre, the 

Adelaide Hills Library, and the Adelaide 

Showgrounds Duncan Gallery.

Developed over sixteen years and incorporating real-world experience of concrete finishing for homes, businesses, and 

industry, Mirafloor™ is a comprehensive concrete-finishing system designed to maximise the aesthetic and functional 

benefits of polished concrete in any environment.

When you choose Mirafloor you’re not choosing a boxed product – you’re choosing an integrated concrete solution backed by the supporting 

systems and expertise of Arrunga Surface Solutions.  

Our clients specify Mirafloor secure in the knowledge that we have the capacity and expertise to quickly and efficiently deliver a surface of the 

highest quality at the best price. 

Avoid frustrating time-consuming tenders and specify Mirafloor on day one.

“Arrunga's Mirafloor surface has proven itself in the Duncan Gallery at the Adelaide Showground.  Five years on, withstanding 

thousands of visitors and ‘bump in’ and ‘bump out’ traffic, it still looks as good as the day it was finished.” 

Christie Bailey - Senior Associate, HASSELL



Mirafloor transforms structural concrete into an attractive, durable, high-performance surface. 

Mirafloor polished concrete offers a range of floor styles and finishes that provide varying degrees of shine, 

colour, effect and durability.  An economical alternative to marble or granite floors, polished concrete opens up 

an array of design opportunities, from classic to contemporary, rustic to sophisticated. 

Polished concrete can be applied indoors and outdoors and will satisfy every possible hard surface application 

in the building and interior design industries.  

Hygienic and low-maintenance, polished concrete is suited to a wide range of settings including cafes, 

restaurants, hotels, offices, retail space, shopping centres, supermarkets, wineries, warehouses, showrooms, 

galleries, and museums.  

Mirafloor polished concrete is abrasion- and chemical- resistant, long-lived, non-marking, and concrete-dust 

free.  With durability and longevity many times greater than other surfaces Mirafloor will withstand the toughest 

traffic, minimising maintenance costs over the lifespan of a floor. 

For stylish versatile flooring that is durable and easy to maintain specify Mirafloor today.

 

Contact the Mirafloor team: 

Arrunga Surface Solutions 15A Richard Street Hindmarsh SA 5007  

T: 08 8346 0488 F: 08 8346 9165 E: info@mirafloor.com.au 

mirafloor.com.au 

http://mirafloor.com.au
http://mirafloor.com.au

